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This very well-documented book addresses the field of geographic information extraction and retrieval from textual documents. Geographic information retrieval from documents is, indeed, a rapidly emerging subject, a trend fostered by the growing power of the Internet and the emerging possibilities of data dissemination. Information is processed from the identification of spatial and temporal features in textual documents, data indexing and manipulation of the relevance of identified items, multicriteria retrieval and an evaluation of query results by the development of several prototypes.

The author first introduces the principles of document retrieval and then illustrates the roles and importance of spatial and temporal information in textual documents. The addressed scientific challenges lie at the intersection of information retrieval techniques, natural language processing and qualitative spatial reasoning. The contributions presented address the development of spatial and temporal data models, geographic information extraction and analysis as well as symbolic annotations. Christian Sallaberry develops several of his recent contributions oriented around the development of spatial and temporal information indexing and textual document retrieval, these propositions being, by themselves, a worthwhile contribution of this monograph.

The book is usefully completed by a rich bibliographical study of current approaches focused on the modeling and retrieval of spatial and temporal information in textual documents and similarity measures developed so far in published literature. This allows Christian Sallaberry to develop a contribution in which the linguistic annotations, as well as the developed framework, enable us to identify, interpret and retrieve spatiotemporal information. This approach is typically qualitative in the sense that the spatial and temporal features identified in a corpus can be described from spatial and temporal relationships. These relationships play an important role in the derivation of spatial and temporal indexes and the execution of information
retrieval processes, where spatial and temporal similarity measures allow us to trigger and rank query results.

The framework is completed by a multicriteria information retrieval approach. To develop and present his contribution, Christian Sallaberry introduces a useful literature review of spatiotemporal query homogenization. He introduces a spatial and temporal indexing approach based on the concepts of tiling and relevance scores, and different degrees of preference levels.

The conclusion of this book provides a broad perspective on the remaining scientific challenges. Several areas of research are discussed: integration of a domain-based ontology, modeling spatial relations in the interpretation of spatial features, generalization of these approaches in relation to the temporal and semantic dimensions, and semantic enrichment from annotations. All these domains are challenging and very attractive areas of research.

Overall, this book constitutes of a very well documented contribution, original and useful in a domain undergoing rapid development. The approach is original and brings a contribution to the field of geographic information extraction and retrieval from textual documents. It should raise wide interest for researchers in the fields of geographic and textual information processing as well as in developers of information and Web data processing systems. I hope it will generate many new vocations!

Dr Christophe CLARAMUNT
Professor in Computer Science
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